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Abstract Exoskeleton robots have wide application in industrial field as well
as for patients with locomotor disability. Among them, the exoskeleton with
flexible structure, named exosuit has aroused great interest among researchers.
They are usually made of soft material like cables and fabrics. Since there are
no rigid frames and links in the Exosuits, they are much lighter and have
less misalignment problems than the rigid exoskeletons. However, the physical
human-robot interaction still remains a problem in the Exosuit design. Ex-
cessive pressure exerted by cables on soft tissues and skeleton of the human
will lead to discomfort or even injuries. Besides, as assistive device, Exosuits
are usually worn by users over a long period of time, which requires high en-
ergy efficiency. In this paper, based on these considerations, a multi-objective
optimization approach based on swarm intelligence has been developped and
applied in order to improve the physical human-robot interaction and energy
efficiency performance of an upper-limb Exosuit for assistance. The optimiza-
tion results have demonstrated its effectiveness in the design phase.
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1 Introduction

In the last decade, exoskeleton robots become one of the potential solutions for
assisting the patients with locomotor disability or amplifying physical strength
of workers in industrial field [10, 15]. Locomotor disability is the most com-
monly reported type of disability, which is defined as a person’s inability to
execute activities of daily living (ADL) associated with moving both himself
and objects, from place to place and such inability resulting from muscu-
loskeletal or nervous system disorders. According to a report published by
the World Health Organization (WHO) [31], stroke is a leading cause of ac-
quired disability in adults. In 2030, nearly 23 million people will suffer from
stroke, which will lead to 8 million stroke deaths if secular trends continue.
One-third of surviving patients from stroke do not regain their limb motor
function completely. Aging of population will also aggravate the situation and
increase the number of people with locomotor disabilities. As reported in [42],
in France, one Frenchman by three will be aged 60 years older in 2050, who
will be more likely to suffer from the locomotor disabilities. Thus, faced with
these hard situations, WHO has recommended several measures enabling the
people with disability more participations in the social activities and decision
making. WHO has also encouraged more scientific researches on disability to
improve the situation.

Assistive devices have been considered as one of the potential solutions to
help the people with locomotor disabilities participate in more daily activities
by amplifying their basic limb strength. To overcome the loss of lower limb
extremity, the use of a wheelchair is considered as an efficient solution for
the comfort and mobility of patients. According to Janssen et al. [18], upper
limb assistance for every tasks is more challenging, such as bringing hands to
mouth and shifting while seated. Although a robot manipulator with a robotic
hand as effector could help the patients achieve their daily tasks, an upper-
limb exoskeleton is more appropriate as the daily tasks could be achieved with
their own dexterity. For instance, a power-assist exoskeleton robot has been
developed in [23] to assist physically weak persons such as elderly, disabled,
or injured person in self-rehabilitation or daily-life motions. But the kinemat-
ics of the human hand is quite complex and its behavior is quite impossible
to reproduce. One important advantage of exoskeleton for upper-limb is to
maintain the functionality of the human hand.

Besides, in industrial field, workers sometimes become patients suffering
from work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs). Some ergonomic fac-
tors, such as physical overload, compulsive working postures and the local stiff-
ness of definite muscle groups will lead to WMSDs. Physical overload causes
the fatigue and even injury of muscles like the bicep, anterior deltoid, spinal
extensor etc. To reduce the risk of WMSDs, the efficacy of exoskeleton robots
has been proved in terms of physical load reduction provided [10]. For exam-
ple, workers sometimes need to operate hand tools like drilling machine and
welding gun for long time, which probably leads to high injury prevalence.
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For static holding above the head, the exoskeleton developed in [32] brings a
reduction in muscle activity for the Biceps Brachii by 30% to 70%.

This is obvious that there is a growing demand of assistive exoskeleton
robots for patients with upper-limb impairment. A lot of researchers have
conducted their research in the field of wearable assistive robots and several
upper-limb exoskeletons have been designed for purposes ranging from phys-
ical assistance for patients [17, 23, 33, 35] to physical strength amplification of
workers [1, 5, 12, 16], consisting mainly of linkages and rigid frames. It should
be admitted that rigid exoskeletons show high performance for providing large
forces and torques but they have several drawbacks. Large weight and inertia
of rigid exoskeletons affect the mechanical transparency, which will cause fa-
tigue and discomfort on users. Compensation technique may be one solution
to this problem. For instance, the exoskeleton designed by EXAUSS company
uses spring for gravity balancing. However, the additional mechanism is heavy
and not easy to handle [1]. Besides, the difference in mobility between a human
joint and that of a rigid exoskeleton occurs when the exoskeleton structures are
oversimplified. For example, it is not sufficient to model the human shoulder
joint as a 3 DOF spherical joint, which considers only the motions of gleno-
humeral joint. In fact, the location of glenohumeral joint is affected by the
movement of shoulder girdle. Without taking this feature into account, exces-
sive interaction force will be exerted on human due to the non-coincidence of
joint axes. To solve the problem, an additional mechanism is usually designed
in rigid exoskeletons to accommodate the human body movement. Schiele and
Van Der Helm [39] have proposed a kinematic design, which is capable of cov-
ering the entire workspace of the human arm, including shoulder and shoulder
girdle. However, the additional inertia brought by the mechanism could not
be neglected and the mechanical structure becomes more complex, which is
not easy to handle these problems in their design.

Avoiding the drawbacks of rigid exoskeleton, the exoskeleton with flexi-
ble structure, named exosuit has aroused great research interest. As opposed
to the exoskeletons with rigid frames, they are usually fabricated with soft
material like fabrics and cables and much lighter than rigid exoskeletons. Ad-
ditionally, since there are no rigid joints or frames exist in exosuits, there is no
problem relating to the misalignment. Mao and Agrawal [3] have proposed a
design of a cable-driven arm exoskeleton for assisting and training arm move-
ments of stroke survivors. The features like low inertia and large workspace
are desirable for rehabilitation. As regards the industrial application, Zhang
and Arakelian [41], Langard et al. [26] have proposed a design of upper-limb
exosuit for assisting users in carrying heavy load, which possesses advantages
that rigid exoskeletons do not have. In addition, to evaluate the performance
of the developed exosuit in a more realistic environment and validate the sim-
ulation results, a mannequin test bench has been fabricated and tested. The
test results showed that with the help of the exoskeleton, the mannequin can
hold different weights of loads steadily in different postures.

In the study on the exosuit proposed in [3], the emphasis was placed on
optimizing the feasible workspace of cable tension force, which is crucial for
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cable actuation mechanisms. However, they did not consider the forces exerted
on the user during the design phase, which could potentially result in user dis-
comfort. The application of loads to the skeleton by upper-limb exosuit may
produce excessive contact pressure, which will reduce the level of safety and
comfort. Pressure magnitude and pressure distribution are related to comfort
and safety. To ensure the user safety, the pressure magnitude should be lower
than ischemic level (estimated at 30 mmHg), at which the capillary vessels
are unable to conduct blood [25]. Another thing should be noted that not all
parts of the body are suitable for transmitting loads to the skeleton. It is rec-
ommended to allow a free area around joints and to avoid areas with surface
vessels or nerves, such as medical epicondyle and lateral epicondyle of upper
limb [37]. Two basic strategies exist for managing an external load: concen-
trating the load over a small area with high pressure tolerance or distributing
the load as large an area as possible. The latter could prevent the pain and
injury but the comfort is not guaranteed. Goonetilleke and Eng [14] have in-
dicated that the distribution of pressure over a large area may be less comfort
for human than concentrating the pressure over a small area on the human
body.

In [41] and [26], devoted to the study of upper-limb exosuit, essential atten-
tion was paid to the force exerted on the shoulder, corresponding to applying
external loads over a small area with high tolerance. However, in these studies,
not much attention was paid to the distribution and magnitude of the external
load exerted on the soft tissues. The soft tissues transfer an important load
to the skeleton and the tangential force between mechanical supports and hu-
man skin, which leads to discomfort or injury [19]. The mechanical supports
must be avoided being attached to the vulnerable area or the joint movement
area of upper limb. Furthermore, energy efficiency needs to be considered and
improved during the design phase, as exosuits are expected to perform assis-
tance tasks over a long period of time. Based on these considerations, it can
be concluded that there is still room for further improvement in the design of
upper-limb exosuit.

As discussed above, the main contribution of this paper is focused on
enhancing the physical interaction and energy efficiency performance of the
upper-limb exosuit. The exosuit system is modeled using static equilibrium
equations. The performance in terms of physical interaction and energy effi-
ciency is mainly influenced by design parameters such as anchor and attach-
ment point positions. To improve the exosuit performance, an optimization
problem is stated by considering as optimization variables these design pa-
rameters. A meta-heuristic algorithm is used to solve the stated optimization
problem. This optimization process aims to enhance the overall performance
of the exosuit system by finding the optimal values for the design parameters.

In comparison to existing studies, more exosuit performance criteria is
considered in our study. Additionally, we propose an advanced optimization
framework that enables efficient optimization processes by distinguishing and
prioritizing different objectives in nonlinear exosuit model. Another important
contribution of this work is the identification of two exosuit design parame-
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ters that have the strongest positive influence on optimization criteria and
constraints, which provides valuable insights in the design phase

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2, the exosuit is defined. Section
3 presents the system modeling of exosuit. Section 4, an optimization problem
is stated in exosuit design. Section 5, a meta-heuristic optimization algorithm
is adopted and developed. Section 6, numerical simulation and sensitivity anal-
ysis have been carried out in order to determine the most influential design
parameters on the optimization criteria. Finally, section 7 offers conclusion
and perspectives.

2 The Proposed exosuit

The human arm is considered as a three degrees-of-freedom (DOF) system, and
the studied exosuit has four cuffs supporting the anchor points. Four cables are
routed through these cuffs to actuate the exosuit, as shown in Fig. 1. They run
from the anchors on upper limb and terminates at the cable winding system on
the back Ai (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), which are attached to the shoulder for transmitting
forces. The attachment points Bi (i = 1, 2, 3) on the right shoulder and Bi (i =
4, 5, 6) on the left shoulder remain fixed. Their positions do not change with
shoulder movement or rotation. Cable.1 runs from the anchor on point A1 and
passes through the attachment points on point Bi (i = 1, 2, 3) and Ci (i = 1, 2).
Cable.2 runs from the anchor on point A2 and passes through the attachment
points on point Bi (i = 1, 2, 3) and Di (i = 1, 2). Cable.3 runs from the anchor
on point A3 and passes through the attachment points on point Bi (i = 1, 2, 3)
and Ei (i = 1, 2, 3). Cable.4 runs from the anchor on point A4 and passes
through the attachment points on point Bi (i = 4, 5, 6) and Ki (i = 1, 2).
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Fig. 1 Modelling of an exosuit with four cables.

Fig. 2 Human upper-arm carrying load in
the sagittal plane

Fig. 3 Human upper-arm carrying load in
the transverse plane.
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The sketch of the exosuit with four cables is shown in Fig. 1. The Denavit
Hartenberg modified parameters are listed in Tab. 1 [22].

Link αi di θi ri
1 0 0 q1 0
2 π/2 0 π/2 + q2 0
3 0 −la q3 0
4 0 −lf 0 0

Table 1 Denavit Hartenberg modified parameters of human arm

3 System Modeling

When a person wants to lift and hold a certain load, one can limit oneself by
studying a structure with 3 DOF (Figs. 2 and 3). To maintain certain arm
configuration, the moments on the shoulder and elbow joints induced by the
gravitational force can be calculated as:

τO1
= τO2

+ [(mf +ml)gla +maglca]sin(q1) (1)

τO2
= (mfglcf +mlglf )sin(q1 + q2) (2)

where ma, mf , and ml are the masses of the arm, forearm, and load respec-
tively; g is the acceleration of gravity on Earth; la and lf are the lengths of
arm and forearm; lca and lcf denotes the locations of mass center in arm and
forearm; q1 and q2 are the shoulder and the forearm flexion angle; q3 is the
horizontal shoulder flexion angle. In order to the user does not exert effort on
the shoulder and elbow joints, a cable transmission system is introduced to
compensate the gravitational forces. Let Rj (j = 1, 2, 3) be the three frames
attached to the two shoulder joints and to the elbow joint respectively, Fig. 1.
Let us recall the (4× 4) homogeneous transformation matrix iTj representing
the transformation from frame Ri to frame Rj :

iTj =

[
iRj

iPj

0 0 0 1

]
(3)

The matrix iRj is (3× 3) orientation matrix as follows:

iRj =
[
isj

inj
iaj

]
(4)

where isj ,
inj , and

iaj indicate the unit vectors along the axes xj, yj, and
zj of the frame Rj expressed in the frame Ri. The matrix iTj is the matrix
expressing the origin of the frame Rj in the frame Ri.

Figure 1 starting from the shoulder to the forearm, a point τ|O2
defined in

frame R2 whose origin is O2, and located on the first or the second cuff can
be expressed in the reference frame R0, whose origin O is mixed up with the
origin O1 of R1 in the studied arm, as follows:

τ =0 T 1
1 T2τ|O2

(5)
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Similarly a point τ|O3
defined in frame R3 whose origin is O3, and located

on the third or the fourth cuff can be expressed in the reference frame R0 as
follows:

τ =0 T 1
1 T 2

2 T3τ|O3
(6)

From (5) or (6) the virtual displacement δO1M of the point M can be defined
in frame R0 such as:

δO1M = JM

δq1δq2
δq3

 (7)

where JM is the (3×3) jacobian matrix. Considering that this virtual displace-
ment (7) is due to the application of a cable tension force F that is directed
with a unit vector u∗, the principle of virtual power can be deduced:

δω = (Fu∗)⊤ · δO1M

= (Fu∗)⊤ · JM

δq1δq2
δq3



= (Γ
cable

)⊤ ·

δq1δq2
δq3


(8)

where Γcable = J⊤
MFu∗ is the (3 × 1) vector moment applied in the shoulder

or elbow joint by the cable tension force F . The joints 1 and 2 are actuated
by all cables, whereas the joint 3 is only actuated by cables 3 and 4.

The power principle and the expression of the moment applied by the
tension of a cable to a joint enable us to assess the joint forces provided by
the four cables at shoulder and elbow level.

In each cuff, due to the motor actions each cable tension force Fi (i =
1, 2, 3, 4) exerts effort moments Γcable.i (Fig 1).

– The cable 1 trough cuffs 1 and 2 applies effort moments to the joints 1 and
2 while exerting no effort on joint 3:τ cable.1z1

τ cable.1z2
0

 =
[
J⊤
C1

(u∗
C1B1

+ u∗
C1C2

) + J⊤
C2

u∗
C2C1

]
F1 (9)

– The cable 2 trough cuffs 1 and 2 applies effort moments to the joints 1 and
2 while exerting no effort on joint 3:τ cable.2z1

τ cable.2z2
0

 =
[
J⊤
D1

(u∗
D1B1

+ u∗
D1D2

) + J⊤
D2

u∗
D2D1

]
F2 (10)
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– The cable 3 trough cuffs 1, 3, and 4 applies effort moments to the joints 1,
2, and 3:τ cable.3z1

τ cable.3z2
τ cable.3z3

 = [ J⊤
E1

(u∗
E1B1

+ u∗
E1E2

) + J⊤
E2

(u∗
E2E1

+ u∗
E2E3

)

+ J⊤
E3

u∗
E3E2

]F3

(11)

– The cable 4 trough cuffs 3 and 4 applies effort moments to the joints 1, 2,
and 3: τ cable.4z1

τ cable.4z2
τ cable.4z3

 = [ J⊤
K1

(u∗
K1B4

+ u∗
K1K2

) + J⊤
K2

u∗
K2K1

]F4 (12)

where u denotes the vector between two points; u∗ denotes the unit vector;
Fi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the ith cable tension force. Then, the moments induced by
the four cables could be expressed under a concatenate form as:

Γcable =


τ cable.1z1 + τ cable.2z1 + τ cable.3z1 + τ cable.4z1

τ cable.1z2 + τ cable.2z2 + τ cable.3z2 + τ cable.4z2

τ cable.3z3 + τ cable.4z3

 = J⊤



F1

F2

F3

F4


(13)

Let Eq. (13) be in the under concatenate following form:

Γcable = J⊤T (14)

where T =
[
F1 F2 F3 F4

]⊤
is the 4× 1 vector of cable tension force; J is

denoted as a 4× 3 Jacobian matrix relating the anchor and attachment point
positions. When wearing the exosuit, the moments induced by the gravitational
force G = [0 τO1

τO2
]
⊤

can be compensated by the moments generated by
cables. In statics, the general form can be written as:

G = J⊤T (15)

It can be noted that Eq. (15) is an under-determined system. The solution
of cable tension force is not unique if J⊤J is invertible. The general solution
can be written as

T = T+N(J⊤)µ (16)

where, T is the minimum norm solution, which is given by:

T = J(J⊤J)−1G (17)
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N(J⊤) is a 4×1 null space vector and µ is an arbitrary value, assuming J⊤ is a
row full-rank matrix. Considering the cable tension vector T ∈ [Tmin,Tmax],
the equivalent condition is given as:

 N(J⊤)

−N(J⊤)

µ ≥

 Tmin −T

−Tmax +T

 (18)

The feasible solution of µ is characterized by a convex region bounded by eight
linear inequalities on parameter µ. If there exists no feasible numerical value of
µ, the constraint on the cable tension force could not be met. According [28],
linear programming has been used and the sum of cable tension forces is
considered as objective function. Although it provides a high computational
efficiency, the continuity of cable tension forces is very poor in the planned
trajectory. To resolve the problem, quadratic programming (QP) is adopted,
which allows for a step-less choice of the tension level. Step-less adjustment
of cable tension forces is desirable in workspace to smoothly switch between
different tension levels to reduce the energy consumption [24]. Thus, the cable-
tension distribution problem can be formulated as :

min f(T) =
1

2
(T−Tr)

⊤(T−Tr) (19)

s.t. Tmin ≤ T+N(J⊤)µ ≤ Tmax (20)

where Tr is a 4×1 vector of reference cable tension forces and each component
should fall in [Tmin,Tmax]. In comparison with linear programming, the cable
tension levels are step-less and achievable in exosuit workspace.
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4 An optimal design of the exosuit: Statement of the optimization
problem

Fig. 4 Sagittal plane of exosuit

Fig. 5 Attachment points of cuffs at arm
Fig. 6 Attachment points of cuffs at
forearm

The design parameters of exosuit are denoted as: si (i = 1, ..., 4), ri (i =
1, ..., 4), αi (i = 1, ..., 9), φ, β, and d, which describe the arrangement of
anchor and attachment points (see Figs. 4, 5, and 6). We assume when users
carry load, their back is always upright and cable winch systems are attached
to the body, ie. all the vectors to the winch vB3Ai

(i = 1, 2, 3) and vB6A4 are
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opposed to the axis z0 (β = 0◦). These 19 design parameters are chosen as
optimization variables of the considered optimization problem.

It can be observed from Eq. (13) that the relation between cable tension
forces and the moment induced by the cables on joints are determined by
the optimization variables. As the same situation in cable-driven robot, the
attachment points on the frame should be identified precisely for high trans-
mission efficiency. Since exoskeleton robots are quite different from traditional
robots, which have a contact area with human body, safety and comfort are
considered as two critical criteria in the design process. Rocon et al. [37] have
concluded that kinematic compatibility and application of loads to human are
the two influencing factors for the safety and comfort. As the cables are used
for transmitting loads in the exosuit system, the kinematic structure is com-
patible with the human body and thereby no significant misalignment exists
in the joints, which contributes a lot to the safety and comfort. However, the
application of loads to human raises two main concerns in the exosuit design:
excessive pressure on the shoulder and incompatible force on the soft tissues
of upper limb, which will probably cause injuries and discomfort and must be
minimized. The force exerted on shoulder is given by:

∥Fcable
shoulder∥ = ∥

(
u∗
B1C1

+ u∗
B3A1

)
F1 +

(
u∗
B1D1

+ u∗
B3A2

)
F2+(

u∗
B1E1

+ u∗
B3A3

)
F3 +

(
u∗
B4K1

+ u∗
B6A4

)
F4∥

(21)

Besides, it is known that the load transmission to the human skeletal system
from the wearable robot is mediated by soft tissues like skin, fat, and mus-
cle. In the exosuit design, the tangential force induced by cables will lead to
friction between mechanical components and skin, which causes pain or at
least discomfort [19]. In the exosuit model (see Fig. 4), the tangential forces
exerted on the skin are induced from the cables, which could be expressed as
the following equation:

∥Fcable
upper limb∥ = ∥Fcable

arm + Fcable
forearm∥ (22)

where,

Fcable
arm =

[
u∗
C1B1

F1 + u∗
D1B1

F2 +
(
u∗
E1B1

+ u∗
E1E2

)
F3

]
· u∗

O3O2
(23)

Fcable
forearm =

(
u∗
E2E1

F3 + u∗
K1B4

F4

)
· u∗

QO3
(24)

Another objective to be considered is the energy consumption because
sometimes exosuit should be worn by user over long time for industrial needs.
Particularly when upper limb remains static for holding a load, energy effi-
ciency is mainly affected by Joule effect, which describes the process where
the energy of an electric current I is converted into heat as it flows through
a resistance R. In electric motors, neglecting the friction, most part of the
dissipated energy is due to the loss by Joule effect. To evaluate the energy loss
power P , a criterion is introduced as follows:
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P = I2R (25)

For a DC motor, considering that the torque supplied by motor is pro-
portional to the armature current, the energy-loss criterion could be similarly
evaluated as follows:

P ′ =
∑
i=1

consti τ
2
i (26)

τ2i = (Firw)
2 (27)

where τi (i = 1, 2) is the ith actuator torque, which could be expressed by cable
tension forces Fi and rw is the ratio of the output shaft of the DC motor; consti
is the ratio between the resistance of the induct circuit R of the DC motor
and the square of the torque constant. In the rest of this paper this consti will
be set equal to 1. It characterizes the energy that must be produced by the
battery to allow the desired motion. The heat generated by Joule effect also
degrades the reliability of electrical systems components [20], which should be
minimized in the design process. Although energy consumption needs to be
taken into account in the design of exosuit, the first priority must be given to
the safety and comfort. Besides, in the optimization process, three constraints
need to be taken into account:

– Cables must be always in tension, i.e. cable tension forces are always pos-
itive and do not exceed the limit of cable.

– The space constraints of the positions of anchors and attachment points.
– The vulnerable parts of upper limb should be avoided in the optimization

(medial, lateral epicondyle and radial, ulnar styloid process).

Based on these considerations, the multi-objective optimization problem is
defined as follows:

O1 :
1

N

∑
q1

∑
q2

∑
q3

(
∥Fcable

shoulder∥+ ρ
)
−→ min

s1,s2,...,d
(28)

O2 :
1

N

∑
q1

∑
q2

∑
q3

(
∥Fcable

upper limb∥+ ρ
)
−→ min

s1,s2,...,d
(29)

O3 : P ′
max −→ min

1,2,...,n
(30)

where ρ is a very large value to penalize the objective function when the cable
tension force is outside the available range [Tmin, Tmax] at certain configu-
ration. N is the number of points discretizing the joint space and n is the
number of non-dominated solutions found by multi-objective optimization. If
the cable tension forces across the entire workspace are feasible, O1 and O2

denote average forces for all postures in workspace. O3 denotes the maximum
Joule effect power in feasible workspace.

An optimization strategy is formulated: a multi-objective optimization will
be first carried out to minimize O1 and O2. Then, an optimal solution, which
minimizes Joule effect power, will be selected among all the non-dominated
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solutions found by multi-objective optimization. Non-dominated solutions for
multi-objective optimization means that there exists no feasible solution which
would decrease some criterion without causing a simultaneous increase in at
least one other criterion. To obtain non-dominated solutions in a constrained
domain, a multi-objective optimization algorithm is presented in the next sec-
tion.

5 Optimization Algorithm and Development

Fig. 7 Diagram of multi-objective optimization process
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5.1 Inverse-PageRank-PSO

According [3,28–30], pattern search and fmincon functions via MATLAB soft-
ware are adopted as optimization algorithm to improve the tension values and
feasible workspace of exosuit. However, these methods may fall into the local
optimum in some highly nonlinear cases. The quality of optimal solution ob-
tained mainly depends on its initial input value. Given the highly nonlinear
nature of the exosuit system described by (15), a meta-heuristic algorithm is
considered as a more suitable approach. In particular, particle swarm opti-
mization (PSO) is well-suited for multi-objective optimization mainly because
of the high speed of global convergence that the algorithm presents for single-
objective optimization [2, 9].

PSO is a population-based metaheuristic optimization inspired by the
choreography of a bird flock, which has been found to be successful in a wide
variety of optimization task. To identify the design parameters of exosuit, a
more efficient PSO variant, named Inverse-PageRank-PSO (I-PR-PSO), has
been used [11]. I-PR-PSO is based both on the standard PSO [8, 21, 36] and
PageRank algorithm [7,27]. By ranking the particles in a smart way, defined by
an inverse PageRank strategy [11,34], this algorithm is strongly decreasing the
number of iterations, and so the number of fitness calculation calls needed to
obtain an optimized solution. In I-PR-PSO, as well as in the classical version
of PSO, particles are defined, that are each representing a potential solution to
the considered objective function. Then, these particles are flying through the
research domain, by following each other in a smart way, to converge together
to the global optimum of the considered objective function. To do so, the way
the particles are influencing each other is considered as a Markov chain. In this
way, the probability matrix can be deduced from the relative success of each
particle (for more details, see [11]). Then, the links between particles, that is
the way they are influencing each other, is smartly evolving as the calculation
is going on, for the best particles to be the most influential upon the swarm.
So, at each iteration k + 1 of the optimization process, the speed Vk+1

i and

position Xk+1
i of every particle i has to be recalculated, by using the following

equations:Vk+1
i = wVk

i + c1R1(P
k+1
i,best −Xk

i ) + c2R2

n∑
j=1

Cij [Pk+1
j,best −Xk

i ]

Xk+1
i = Xk

i +Vk+1
i

(31)

where w is weighing the influence of the previous speed on the new one, i.e.
is representing the inertia of particles during their movement in the research
domain, c1 and c2 denote acceleration constants, R1 and R2 are random num-
bers in interval [0, 1] bestowing the heuristic characteristics of the algorithm,
Pk+1

i,best represents the best personal position of particle i found so far. C is the
probability transition matrix containing the coefficients weighing the influence
of all the particles on the others, based on their relative success among the
swarm (for more details, see [11]).
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The advantage of this algorithm has been mentioned in [11]: I-PR-PSO
achieves a better balance between the exploration and exploitation phases
needed by the particles to find the global optimum in large dimensions. Com-
pared to the classical PSO, the social behavior is enhanced and I-PR-PSO is
more likely to find the global optimum of the considered objective function.
Regarding the exosuit optimization, consisting of the identification of the at-
tachment point positions, each particle’s position Xi is a vector containing
values of design parameters that are going to be tested among the fitness
calculation.

However, it should be noticed that there are two optimization goals O1 and
O2 first to be minimized in the optimization strategy formulated, which is a
multi-objective optimization problem. Di Cesare et al. [11] does not provide a
solution to this kind of problem.

5.2 Development for Multi-Objective Optimization

To resolve a multi-objective optimization problem, Pareto-based approaches
have been considered as one of solutions [13]. They aims to find the non-
dominated solutions, which constitutes a Pareto front. For example, multi-
objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) has been proposed in [9]. In
MOPSO, a repository is created and contains all the non-dominated solutions
found, which may be updated in each turn. The speed of each particle can be
computed using the following expression:

Vk+1
i = wVk

i + c1R1(P
k+1
i,best −Xk

i ) + c2R2[REPk+1
h −Xk

i ] (32)

where REPh is a non-dominated solution vector taken from the repository
through the roulette wheel selection method. Instead ofGbest in PSO, MOPSO
selects a non-dominated vector REPh from the repository to guide all the
particles towards the Pareto front. Inspired from MOPSO, let us consider ex-
tending functionality of I-PR-PSO for resolving a multi-objective optimization
problem. The vectors taken from repository are used to calculate the stochas-
tic matrix C. Since we have more than one optimization goals, several matrices
Cλ, are calculated with Markov chain technique. A new stochastic matrix C′

taking all the objective functions into account, which is given by:

C′ =

nO∑
λ

w∗
λCλ, λ = 1, ..., nO

nO∑
λ

w∗
λ = 1, λ = 1, ..., nO

(33)

where w∗
λ denotes the weight of each probability matrix Cλ and nO denotes

the number of objective functions. Hence, to compute the velocity and dis-
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placement, a new expression is given as follows:Vk+1
i = wVk

i + c1R1 (Pk+1
i,best −Xk

i ) + c2R2

n∑
j=1

C′
ij [P

k+1
j,best −Xk

i ]

Xk+1
i = Xk

i +Vk+1
i

(34)

Through the extension inspired from MOPSO, I-PR-PSO is capable of re-
solving multi-objective problems and will be then used for identifying optimal
exosuit design parameters. Fig. 7 illustrates the entire optimization process.
The initial positions of particles are randomly selected in a constrained do-
main [Xmin,Xmax], which is designed to avoid the vulnerable parts of upper
limb. For each particle, thier fitness values are calculated using (28) and (29)
respectively. If the cable tension condition is satisfied (20), no penalty value
will be added on objective functions. Otherwise, penalties are applied to the
objective functions. In each iteration, the algorithm compares the objective
values of each particle and selects the non-dominated particles to be stored in
the repository REP. Subsequently, the positions and velocities of all particles
are updated using (34). Upon reaching the maximum number of iterations, the
position of one of the solutions stored in the repository is returned as the opti-
mal variables, aiming to minimize the Joule effect power (30). In the following
section, a numerical simulation was conducted to demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed optimization algorithm in enhancing the performance of
the exosuit.

6 Numerical simulation and sensitivity analysis

6.1 Multi-objective optimization simulation

Body segment parameters in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are defined as follows [26]:
la = 0.364 m; lf = 0.299 m; lca = 0.182 m; lcf = 0.1495 m; ma = 2.07 kG;
mf = 1.7 kG. The shoulder width ls is 0.4 m. The load mass ml is 0.5 kG;
Radius of the winch of the DC motor shafts is defined as rw = 0.03 m.

Since the exosuit is used for assisting users in carrying load with their
upper limb, the range of arm configurations are specified as q1 ∈ [−30◦, 30◦],
q2 ∈ [10, 70◦] and q3 ∈ [10, 70◦]. The range of each joint angle is discretized
into 10 configurations, representing an evenly spaced sequence. Hence, the
entire exosuit workspace is discretized into N = 1000 points. The limit of
cable tension force is set to be: Tmin = 1 N and Tmax = 150 N. Cable tension
vector is calculated through QP (19), in which the reference tension vector is
defined as Tr = [30 30 15 10]⊤. With respect to the cable tension constraints
(20), O1 and O2 are going to be minimized when a user carrying 0.5 kG loads.
The ranges of optimization variables are defined as: 0.1 m ≤ d ≤ 0.15 m;
0.12 m ≤ s1 ≤ 0.254 m; 0.04 m ≤ s2 ≤ 0.06 m; 0.12 m ≤ s3 ≤ 0.19 m;
0.04 m ≤ s4 ≤ 0.06 m; 0.08 m ≤ r1 ≤ 0.12 m; 0.04 m ≤ r2 ≤ 0.08 m;
0.08 m ≤ r3 ≤ 0.12 m; 0.04 m ≤ r4 ≤ 0.08 m; 0◦ ≤ α1 ≤ 90◦; 0◦ ≤ α2 ≤ 180◦;
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90◦ ≤ α3 ≤ 180◦; 0◦ ≤ α4 ≤ 90◦; 0◦ ≤ α5 ≤ 180◦; 90◦ ≤ α6 ≤ 270◦;
90◦ ≤ α7 ≤ 270◦; 90◦ ≤ α8 ≤ 270◦; 90◦ ≤ α9 ≤ 270◦; 0◦ ≤ φ ≤ 90◦.

Before optimization, the initial parameters with respect to the positions of
anchors and attachment points are given as following: φ = 60◦; d = 0.125 m;
s1 = 0.2 m; s2 = 0.05 m; s3 = 0.15 m; s4 = 0.05 m; r1 = 0.1 m; r2 = 0.06 m;
r3 = 0.1 m; r4 = 0.06 m; α1 = 0◦; α2 = 0◦; α3 = 90◦; α4 = 0◦; α5 = 90◦;
α6 = 90◦; α7 = 90◦; α8 = 90◦; α9 = 90◦;

As shown in Fig. 8, with initial parameters, the 95.3% of workspace is in-
feasible before optimization, in which the cable tensions are not permissible.
Another thing must be concerned with is the force exerted on the shoulder and
arms by cables. Among the rest feasible configurations in workspace, simula-
tion results show that a large portion of force is redistributed on the shoulder
and upper limb. Without considering the infeasible points, O1 and O2 repre-
sent the average forces exerted on the human body, which are 300.4133 N and
121.0393 N respectively. These values indicate significant stresses for users.
Therefore, it is crucial to identify appropriate design parameters during the
exosuit conception phase.

Fig. 8 Exosuit workspace before (left) and after (right) optimization. Brown dots are fea-
sible, while black dots are infeasible.

Therefore, the multi-objective optimization process in Fig. 7 has been
carried out in MATLAB software®. I-PR-PSO calculation parameters [11]
were chosen as: inertial weight of particles w = 0.8; acceleration constants
c1 = c2 = 2; number of particles Np = 20; repository capacity Nr = 20;
maximum number of I-PR-PSO iterations rmax = 120; weight of probability
matrix w∗

1 = w∗
2 = 0.5. The observations showed that two fitness values of

the particles, representing different design parameter combinations, converged
to the Pareto front in the searching process (Fig. 11). Sixteen non-dominated
solutions, minimizing O1 or O2, exist on the Pareto front (Fig. 12)).
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Fig. 9 O1 and O2 of 16 non-dominated solutions found by multi-objective I-PR-PSO

Fig. 10 O3 of 16 non-dominated solutions found by multi-objective I-PR-PSO
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Solutions O1 (N) O2 (N) O3 (W)

I 166.6478 41.2145 13.5021
II 189.7684 39.4642 19.0630
III 149.1851 56.2999 7.6242
IV 149.1955 47.3379 7.0246
V 161.0382 43.2853 7.9506
VI 165.9874 42.1487 8.9031
VII 154.4592 45.8034 7.3642
VIII 156.3734 44.6271 7.5888
IX 154.7761 45.7790 7.6489
X 155.6591 45.2073 7.5107
XI 153.1323 46.8366 7.7309
XII 157.0365 43.9733 7.6560
XIII 150.4569 46.9323 7.4528
XIV 153.4385 46.2937 7.6690
XV 153.1764 46.6484 7.8106
XVI 153.5888 46.1295 7.4303

Table 2 16 non-dominated solutions found by multi-objective I-PR-PSO

The objective values of the 16 non-dominated solutions are presented in Tab. 2.
They are labeled with Roman numerals. As solution IV owns the minimal
O3, it has been selected as optimal variables (see Fig. 10): φ = 71.91◦; d =
0.1500 m; s1 = 0.1384 m; s2 = 0.0518 m; s3 = 0.1504 m; s4 = 0.0489 m;
r1 = 0.0898 m; r2 = 0.0625 m; r3 = 0.1036 m; r4 = 0.0582 m; α1 = 11.48◦;
α2 = 180◦; α3 = 151.07◦; α4 = 62.66◦; α5 = 113.29◦; α6 = 138.46◦; α7 =
119.59◦; α8 = 178.92◦; α9 = 222.03◦. O3, the maximum Joule effect power
P ′
max for all postures is 7.0246 W. Fig. 13 and 14 illustrate the attachment

point positions in exosuit with solution IV.
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Fig. 11 Particle movement in the search-
ing process

Fig. 12 Non-dominated solutions found by
multi-objective I-PR-PSO

Fig. 13 Cuffs at arm with solution IV Fig. 14 Cuffs at forearm with solution IV

Fig. 15 Forces exerted on the shoulder by
4 cables with solution IV

Fig. 16 Forces exerted on the upper limb
by 4 cables with solution IV

Regarding the workspace, it can be observed from Fig. 8 that the feasible
workspace of exosuit has been enlarged with solution IV. Due to the penalty
condition set in optimization (28), the number of infeasible configurations has
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been reduced to zero, which means that 4 cables are always in tension for all
postures. Besides, the tension of 4 cables always fall in range [Tmin, Tmax].

The average forces exerted on user O1 and O2 throughout the entire
workspace are 149.1955 N and 47.3379 N respectively, which are more tol-
erable compared to the forces endured by the user before optimization. The
optimized design has achieved a reduction of 50.34% and 60.89% in O1 and
O2, resulting in a significant improvement in user comfort and safety.

The forces exerted on human, with respect to different postures in workspace,
are presented in Figs. 15 and 16. It could be observed from the figures that the
force exerted by exosuit on shoulder and upper limb also depends on user’s
posture. For example, the force exerted on shoulder is more than 200 N (yellow
points in Fig. 15) when z > −0.28 m. Therefore, it is highly recommended for
users to perform their tasks in postures where moderate forces are exerted on
the human body, as indicated by the blue points in Figs. 15 and 16, which
reduce the level of discomfort.

Regarding the tension of four cables, it is crucial to consider the continuity
of forces. Poor continuity of cable tension force in the workspace can have
adverse effects on the controller performance, leading to increased energy con-
sumption and vibrations. To verify this, the exosuit workspace is discretized
into 8000 points. The range of each joint angle is discretized into 20 config-
urations. Figs. 17-20 has shown the tension of four cables in workspace. The
yellow zone in Figs. 17-20 indicates high cable tension force, while the blue
zone indicates low cable tension force. Since the color variation is continuous,
it can be deduced that the tension induced by four cables is step-less in the
workspace. This continuity of cable tension force provides an advantage in
controller design, ensuring smoother operation and improved stability.

Fig. 17 Tension of cable 1 in workspace Fig. 18 Tension of cable 2 in workspace
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Fig. 19 Tension of cable 3 in workspace Fig. 20 Tension of cable 4 in workspace

6.2 Sensitivity analysis of design parameters

In the previous section, it has been demonstrated via numerical simulation
that the proposed optimization methodology is capable of improving physical
human-robot interaction and energy efficiency performance in exosuit. How-
ever, it is also necessary to identify the design parameters more affecting the
physical interaction performance, which helps us enhance the understanding of
exosuit model and provide valuable insights for future improvements. Taking
into consideration the safety and comfort of the exosuit, obtaining information
about the most influential parameter to O1 and O2 is significant during the
design phase.

Global sensitivity analysis methods, like SOBOL indices [40], is attractive
in dealing with non-linear systems and measuring the effect of interactions in
non-additive systems. It should be admitted that these methods are capable
of identifying the influential model parameters with high accuracy, but they
needs a large number of sampling for each model parameter. In addition, a
nonlinear model with high dimension may also lead to a high computational
burden.

Given the presence of 19 design parameters in the exosuit model, a more
efficient method for conducting sensitivity analysis is required. Random forest
(RF), known as a stable and robust machine learning algorithm, combines the
performance of numerous decision tree algorithms to classify or predict the
value of a variable in a highly nonlinear model [6]. Due to the interpretability,
RF is capable of providing an assessment of the relative importance of different
evidential features [38], which could be applied for sensitivity analysis of design
parameters. 19 design parameters in exosuit model are considered as features
in RF. The sensitivity analysis stages is shown in Fig. 21:
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Fig. 21 Sensitivity analysis stages

A total of 985 design parameter combinations, which are available solutions
throughout the entire workspace, have been extracted from the previous multi-
objective optimization process. They have been split into training and testing
data set (4:1). In phase one, RF is fed with training data set and a trained RF is
grown. RF is made up with numerous decision trees. The principle of decision
tree algorithm is to select the features which brings the maximum variance
reduction. Based on these features selected in all decision trees, the trained
RF could predict objective function values of testing data set. However, in
our study, the trained RF is used for feature importance analysis rather than
prediction of unknown data set, which is the same application described in [4].

In phase two, the importance of a feature in RF is assessed using mean
decrease impurity (MDI). MDI calculates the average variance reduction Si

brought by that feature i in each decision tree.

Si =
1

ND

ND∑
j=1

∆σi,j , j = 1, ..., ND (35)

where ND denotes the number of decision trees; ∆σi,j denotes the variance
reduction brought by the ith feature in the jth decision tree. Training process
of RF has been carried out with a Python module: scikit-learn random forest
regressor. 200 decision trees are set in RF. Then, the fitting performance of
trained RF is evaluated with R2 criteria. The R2 value are 0.7980 and 0.8053
for O1 and O2 respectively. In other words, the trained RF has explained
about 80% variance of training data set. Thus, it is asserted that the trained
RF is capable of expressing physical interaction model of exosuit. Feature
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importance can be calculated using mean decrease impurity (MDI) to evaluate
its sensitivity to interaction forces (35).

Fig. 22 Feature importance to O1

Fig. 23 Feature importance to O2

Observed from Figs. 22 and 23, design parameter d and φ own the most
feature importance to O1 and O2 in RF respectively. In other words, the vari-
ations of d and φ contributes to most variations of objective function values
respectively. They are the most sensible factors to physical human-robot in-
teraction performance of exosuit.

During the usage of exosuit in any working condition, the anchor points
should remain the position on the shoulder, with respect to d and φ, so that
the forces exerted on user do not increase. It could also observed from Figs. 22
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and 23 that the trained RF has also identified design parameters with less
feature importance. Because they have low sensitivity to interaction forces,
they can be slightly adjusted to accommodate the upper limb size of different
users. In the future, it is also worth considering the possibility of reducing the
dimensionality of the optimization problem by fixing parameters that have less
sensitivity. By doing so, the optimization algorithm can focus on exploring the
more influential parameters, increasing the possibility of discovering additional
non-dominated solutions on the Pareto front within the constrained domain.

7 Conclusion and perspectives

Improvement of physical human-robot interaction performance has always
been a challenge in the exosuit design. Although exosuits provide lower iner-
tia and they have better kinematic compatibility than rigid ones, application
of external loads to human body, including pressure distribution and pres-
sure magnitude, may reduce the level of safety and comfort. Besides, as assist
devices, exosuits are required to be manipulated by users for long time and
thereby the energy efficiency of exosuits needs to be improved. Since there are
more than one criteria to be considered in the exosuit design, a multi-objective
optimization framework has been proposed to improve the performance of an
upper-limb exosuit for assistance, which is based on Particle Swarm Opti-
mization. Inverse Page-Rank Particle Swarm Optimization is a powerful PSO
variant, which has been proved that it has a better global optimum searching
ability than the peers. In this paper, to resolve a multi-optimization problem,
the functionality of I-PR-PSO has been extended by taking the effects of all
the fitness values into account. The optimization has been carried out with
Matlab software and the results have demonstrated that the forces exerted on
shoulder and upper limb are much less than the forces suffered by user before
optimization. The feasible workspace of exosuit has been enlarged, in which
the cable tension forces are continuous. Additionally, a sensitivity analysis was
performed to identify the most influential parameters to physical interaction
performance. This analysis contributes to a better understanding of the exo-
suit model and provides valuable insights for future improvements. Regarding
the future work, a dimension-reduced optimization will be carried out for dis-
covering additional non-dominated solutions on the Pareto front within the
constrained domain. Considering the user safety and human-robot interaction
flexibility, an appropriate controller will also be designed for actuating the
exosuit system.
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